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english subtitle

synopsis

lives and works in rotterdam (nl) and bantayan island (ph). her work is a se-
ries mostly constructed in video, of almost sociological nature, that studies 
her direct environment. atienza understands her surroundings as a land-
scape of people first and foremost. it is interesting to see the contrast be-
tween her recorded observations of people in developed and developing 
countries. 

she is primarily focused on finding dignity for the undervalued, for the un-
noticed, in the mundane. the work she creates is characterized by a subtle 
need to contain these observations within manageable spaces, frequent 
repetitions and portable formats. currently, she is investigating the usage 
of contemporary art as a tool for effecting social change and development.

martha atienza

gilubong ang akong pusod sa dagat captures the significance and mystery 
of the sea to the millions of filipinos who derive their living from it, particularly 
giving shape to a reality which is rarely seen. it reflects the philippines’ his-
torical and geographical relationship with the ocean and to its contemporary 
reality, as a metaphor of necessity and opportunity, and of both community 
and isolation.

following the men from madridejos, bantayan island onboard container ves-
sels, batel, banka’s and underwater- it is a portrait of a people. made for and 
by the people of madridejos, the philippines.
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right
a hand drawn logo by lawisanon youth was drawn and printed on fabric and 
posters to share the project.

the filming process was combined with community screenings that initiated 
dialogue amongst the seafarers, fishermen, their families and community. 
starting out with viewings at home and talking with families that later resulted 
to the final installation combined with dialogues between the two groups; 
international seafarers and their families and local fishermen and their fami-
lies.

the issues facing fishing communities like these are the gap in income creat-
ing dislocations within the community, the link with the sea which they are 
losing, the consequences to the families with the absence of men, migration, 
the environmental damage to their seas and the loss of their culture.

art is used as a tool to create awareness and dialogues. the response is 
an openness to one another and reconnect ties within the community. the 
result is them finding a voice together to make changes themselves. they 
feel empowered.

madridejos community



the logo on fabric were turned into flags by the fishermen of madridejos, bantayan. 
the flags became a symbol of pride.



th is is a barangay showing. f ishermen, their  fami l ies and neighbors get 
together to watch the images of  the men and start  get t ing used to ta lk-
ing and shar ing their  exper iences with one another. 

th is was also a way to get them used to the idea of  project ing and see-
ing themselves on the screen.



the last night of the five days of the final installation. the three screens are 
shown in the church plaza right in the center of the town of madridejos,      
bantayan island. 

around 600 people gather to watch. fishermen, international seafarers and their 
families share with the rest of the community what they do and how they feel 
about issues facing them.







left
fishermen and their families at the final screenings

right
the next generation of lawisanon



final days of the installation. the wife of an international seafarer stands in front 
of her community answering a question of a wife of a local fishermen. 

she is defending herself, arguing that she does not look down on the fisher-
folks.



talks with the local fishermen and their families. one of many gatherings prior to the final installation.



dialogues during the final installation. an international sefarer talks about the issues facing them.



“our sea is damaged. what can we give our children?” (interview with mario forrosuelo a fishermen)





the united nations environmental programme giving workshops to highschool students coinciding with the final days of the installations. 

the area of focus was environmental accountability and sustainability by combining lectures with discussions and interactive games.



together with the ladies who helped with talking to 
everyone and making me understand what needed to 
be done. these are the wives, mothers and children of 
international seafarers and fishermen of madridejos, 
bantayan island.

since they have started a womens group where they 
support and advice one another on emotional and 
practical issues.

these women are the fighters for their community. I 
look forward to continuing to work with them.




